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S

S B Nagavi
Circle Secretary
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No. SNEA/ JTO Trg_LICE/16-17

Mobile. 9448010565

E-Mail:-nagavisb@ gmail.com
14-12-2016

Dated @ BG

To,
Shri P Nagaraju,
Chief General Manager Telecommunications,
BSNL, Karnataka Circle, Bangalore-560008.
Respected Sir,
Sub: JTO Telecom Induction Training for the LICE passed candidates.
We would like to bring to your kind notice that, more than 80 candidates who have passed LICE
examination held on 24-9-2016, are eagerly waiting for the promotion to the cadre of JTO. It is also to
bring to your kind notice that many circles have already issued orders for the training and in some circles
it is in advance stage and may order within a day or two.
But in our Karnataka Circle, though acute shortage of JTOs is being experienced, we have not so far
issued any order for the training of these passed candidates so far. It appears that still we are struck in
unwarranted correspondence with the SSAs instead of taking action to immediately depute them for
training, though we have all information available in the HRMS/ERP data.
In earlier days, the GM HR and Admn; being a very effective position and was instrumental in taking fast
and apt decisions has of late become almost inactive and there is absolute necessity to restore back this
important position. Your kindself is already aware that all unions and associations have already apprised
you on this issue in detail.
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We therefore request you to kindly arrange to send these LICE passed candidates for the JTO Telecom
Induction Training, preferably RTTC Mysore.

Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,

S B Nagavi
(Circle Secretary)

Shri Ashok Kumar Aggarwal, GM Admn and HR, % CGMT BG for infn and n/a.
Com K Sebastin, General Secretary, SNEA CHQ for kind information and n/a.
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